About Skills Café
Who we are

We are an award winning learning design studio that

designs high impact microworkshops, custom learning
games, simulations, board games, mastery oriented
workshops, eLearning, and digital learning content.

Our mission

Simplify - focus on a single performance outcome

Be authentic - use realistic and meaningful examples
and real-world problems

Sustain learning - provide spaced practice

Make it measurable - evaluate the impact on
performance

Our facilitation style

Great facilitation is the art of making the learner, and the

learning outcomes standout and shine. If people remember
the facilitator and not the learning outcomes, we have
failed.

Our Methodology
We are pioneering the adoption of
microworkshops in organizations

Precise, focused, and only 4-5 hours
long

High learning transfer through intense
skill drills and post workshop connect

Driven by authentic cases and learning
games

Measured through a variety of

quantitative and qualitative techniques

Self management
Self-management is the process of managing

oneself to be productive and successful. It includes

enhancing cognitive skills, emotional sensitivity and
time management.

Be a Bias
Detective
Duration: 4 hours
Audience: Associates,
Managers and Leaders

Explore systematic errors in judgment and decision-making caused by
cognitive biases. Identify these biases in various workplace situations
with a high paced detective game.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: Explore cognitive biases

The most prominent cognitive biases in the workplace are explored using
a variety of techniques including videos, games, activities, and exercises

Skill drill 2: Play the cognitive bias detective game

A fast-paced detective game where participants get together to hunt
down the biases in work and life situations

Skill drill 3: Managing biases – tools and techniques

A variety of tools, techniques, checklists and cheat sheets are explored to

help participants become aware and mitigate the impact of biases at work

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: Learner self-report through an online survey
Quantitative: Post-workshop quiz scores

Post workshop support

Refresher learning through emails on days 1, 10, 30, and 60, and a
post-workshop quiz.

Case Studies

Videos

Exercises

Gamified

First Principle
Thinking
Duration: 4.5 hours
Audience: Managers and
Associates

Learn a method of problem-solving in which you break down a problem to
a set of fundamental truths and assumptions, then working up from there.

Program coverage
Skill Drill 1 – Understanding the First Principles Thinking process

In this skill drill, participants will work in groups on a set of challenging

problem statements, observe default methods of thinking and problem
solving then identify the pitfalls of said method of thinking
Skill Drill 2 – Barriers to First Principles Thinking

In this skill drill, we will explore the mental processes that impede

problem-solving, namely, Einstellung effect, functional fixedness, and
status quo bias

Skill Drill 3 – First Principles Thinking and innovation

In this skill drill, we will look at various examples of how people have used first
principles thinking to create innovative products and breakthrough

solutions. In this skill drill, we will also evolve a process for using the first
principle thinking approach

Skill Drill 4 – Using the First Principle Thinking approach

In this skill drill, we will explore everyday work-related issues and problems

that participants face and apply the first principle thinking approach to them.

Post workshop evaluation
Learners select a problem at work on which they can apply First Principles

Thinking. Learners report their experiences after 2 weeks through an online
survey

Case Studies

Videos

Exercises

Activities

Mindful
Listening
Duration: 4.5 hours
Audience: Managers and
Associates

This microworkshop is focused on developing deep listening skills.
Understand mindfulness and the components of deep listening.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: Mindset and space creation

Understanding mindfulness and the components of deep listening

Skill drill 2: Deep listening practice

Apply your understanding of Deep Listening to listen to your partner.
Share your experiences with the group

Skill drill 3: Listening at meetings
Experiencing how to create safe listening spaces in large groups for
application in team / group meetings
Skill drill 4: Listening without defense
Listening to feedback, to new ideas and complaints without judgment
Skill drill 5: Listening to silence

Establishing deep connections, being present to what is not said
Skill drill 6: Listening and note taking

Develop note taking as a habit so what you hear is what you can process

later – meetings, interviews, reviews, discussions, brainstorming and other
workplace settings

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: Learner self-report through an online survey

Post workshop support

A reference microsite with curated articles, blog posts, and podcasts.

Refresher learning through emails -1, 10, 30, 60 days, and a post-test quiz

Group Processes

Individual Reflection

Activities

Scientific
Goal Setting
Duration: 4.5 hours
Audience: Managers and
Associates

Set goals to define more achievable targets and not give up in the face of
larger challenges and a broader vision. Create an environment with
immediate practice and feedback.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: The importance of goal setting

In this skills drill, examples and activities are used to establish the need
and importance of goal setting. OKR goal setting framework is also
introduced to the participants

Skill drill 2: Appreciation for individual goal setting
In this skill drill, we share best practices on how you can take charge of
your own goal setting and drive the discussion with your manager
Skill drill 3: Applying the risk management lens to goal setting
In this skill drill, we will apply the risk management lens to goals and identify

what could derail you and put support and structure in place that can ensure
success

Skill drill 4: Practice goal setting
In this skill drill, participants will apply techniques and best practices to

create a personal goal sheet. We will use the OKR framework for this activity

Post workshop evaluation

Qualitative: Self report survey measuring:

Projects started without establishing goals

Improvement in goal completion rates due to risk management

Post workshop support

Follow-up on goal setting exercise. Refresher learning through email on days
1, 10, 30 and 60, and a self report survey

Case Studies

Role plays

Exercises

Scenarios

Critical
Thinking
Duration: 5 hours
Audience: Business
Leaders

Improve the quality of thinking by applying rigorous standards on how the
mind selects, processes, analyses, argues and arrives at well-reasoned
conclusions.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: What makes us poor thinkers?
Explore concepts such as biases and prejudices, egocentrism and

ethnocentrism, agendas, influence, social norms, false analogies and
muddled thinking, correlation vs causation

Skill drill 2: Critical thinking tools

Logical analysis – Inductive, deductive. abductive
Thought experiments

First principles thinking
Systems thinking

Statistical thinking

The Socratic approach
Skill drill 3: Critical thinking at work

Presenting evidence, developing an argument, and justifying your decision
Evaluating from possible options
Solving problems

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: Learner self report through an online survey

Post workshop support
A reference microsite with curated articles, blog posts, and podcasts.

Refresher learning through email on days 1, 10, 30 and 60, and a post-test
quiz.

Storytelling

Exercises

Group processes

Workplace
Communication
Duration: 4 - 5 hours
Audience: Associates

Build specific skills focusing on writing emails, using the telephone, and
facilitating group communication in meetings and audio/video
conferences.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: Understanding the building blocks of good communication
We will use an exciting classroom exercise to explore the building blocks
of good communication.

Skill drill 2: Applying the five building blocks to various work contexts

This skill drill is driven using multiple hands-on challenges that require
teams to make workplace communication smooth and stress-free in
various work situations

Skill drill 3: The art of email writing

In this skill drill, participants will explore how the building blocks can be
applied to writing emails

Skill drill 4: The art of telephonic discussions and audio conferences

In this skill drill, participants will explore how the building blocks can be
applied to telephonic discussions

Skill drill 5: The art of group communication

In this skill drill, participants will explore how the building blocks can be
applied to group discussions and meetings

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: Learner self report through an online survey

Quantitative: Post workshop online assignments, quizzes, and case studies.

Case Studies

Role plays

Exercises

Scenarios

Customer
First Mindset
Duration: 4.5 hours
Audience: Associates

Explore the three customer-focused values -Empathy, Mindful

Communication and Problem Solving. Collaborate and solve real-world
customer service scenarios with an interactive boardgame.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: Discover the three values

The customer first mindset involves the following:

Empathy: Visualising the world from the customer’s perspective

Mindful Communication: Using language that is crafted to appeal both to
the head and to the heart

Problem Solving: Doing whatever it takes to solve a customer’s problems
Skill drill 2: Applying the three values

This skill drill is driven through a highly engaging and interactive board

game. The game starts with participants receiving red cards for the three
values and the behaviors entailed within them. Learners solve real-world
customer problems to exchange their red cards with green cards. At the
end of the game, participants internalize the three values and the eight
underlying behavioral attributes

Post workshop evaluation
Post test using typical customer service situations

Study of NPS and other Customer Service scores after 45 days of training

Post workshop support
Follow-up through emails on days 1, 10, 30, 60 days. Post-test after 2 weeks

Case Studies

Role plays

Board game

Relationship
Management
Duration: 4 - 5 hours
Audience: All levels

Develop an appreciation for stakeholder management as a professional

skill, and learn tools and techniques to build strong internal and external
relationships.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: The rules
In this skill drill, participants play a simulated game in which they will lead
a new project in a fictitious organization and the success or failure of their
project will depend on their ability to create, manage, and leverage their

internal relationships. This will be a computer run simulation. Through the
simulation, participants will discover the rules of relationship

management – 1. Don’t fall prey to stranger-danger 2. Treat as equals 3.
Seek first to understand, then to be understood 4. Be ready to give if you
want to get 5. Celebrate relationships and not transactions.
Skill drill 2: Apply the rules

In this skill drill, participants will use the five rules and the techniques
learned in this workshop to various workplace situations

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: Learner self report and manager’s report through an online
survey.

Post workshop support
Refresher learning through email on days 1, 10, 30 and 60, and a post-test
quiz

Case Studies

Simulations

Story Weavers:
Presentations to
Stories
Duration: 5 hours
Audience: All levels

Apply proven tools and techniques of storytelling to master business
presentation. Explore the key story archetypes and understand
fundamental principles of analytical design.

Program coverage

Skill drill 1: Thinking of your presentation as a story
Explore the key story archetypes and use them as templates to craft

presentations. Discover story archetypes, pick a story, decide its overall

flow and break the story to individual scenes that will correspond to slides
Skill drill 2: Building blocks of visual design
In this session, we will explore, visual systems, types of graphs and how to
build them using Excel and PowerPoint, schemas and diagrams,

understanding the six fundamental principles of analytical design
Skill drill 3: Designing each slide
Establish a visual style – working with master slides
Define the objective of your slide

Design slides using the visual design principles
Create a compelling visual story

Skill drill 4: Tell your story with impact and authenticity
In this session, we will learn techniques for delivering compelling

presentations. Each participant will then deliver their presentation in
the Pecha Kucha style – 20 slides x 20 seconds

Post workshop evaluation

Qualitative: Learner self-report through an online survey
Quantitative: Assignment after the workshop

Post workshop support
A reference microsite with curated articles, blog posts, and podcasts. Postassignment. Refresher learning through emails on days 1, 10, 30 and 60

Storytelling

Exercise

Individual assignments

Story Weavers:
Business
Storytelling
Duration: 5 hours
Audience: Business
Leaders

Explore proven tools and techniques to tell your story in a manner that will
influence your listener.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: The power of stories and storytellers
Explore the power of stories and storytelling through the ages from
folktales to brand tales and stories of valor to sales stories

Skill drill 2: Once upon a time - pick a story to tell
Discover the story that you must tell

Skill drill 3: Types of stories and which one is yours?
Discover the various types of stories and choose the one that fits your
audience and context the most

Skill drill 4: Stories to motivate, inspire, bring change and influence
Listen to the masters and learn how to weave magic
Skill drill 5: Tell your story with impact and authenticity
Practice telling. The more you tell, the better you get

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: Learner self-report through an online survey. Assignment at the
end of the workshop.

Post workshop support
A reference microsite with curated articles, blog posts, and podcasts. A

story-telling assignment. Refresher learning through emails on days 1, 10, 30,
and 60, and a post-test quiz.

Storytelling

Exercise

Group Processes

Story Weavers:
Storytelling for
Sales
Duration: 5 hours
Audience: Business
Leaders

Explore how stories can be used during sales conversations for describing
the product, exploring USPs, and for objection handling.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: Crafting – Developing your sales story
We will work with the 5 sales story archetypes in this session:
We saved the day

We were the secret ingredient
We co-created magic

We were the alchemists

Part 2: Weaving – Using stories during a sales conversation

We will explore how stories can be used during sales conversations for

describing the product, exploring USPs and for objection handling. We will
also discuss strategies to naturally weave stories into a sales
conversation

Part 3: Telling – The art of storytelling in a business context

In this section, we will practice telling stories. The focus will be on
visualization, words, tone, pitch, humour, and clarity

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: Learner self-report through an online survey. Assignment at the
end of the workshop.

Post workshop support
A reference microsite with curated articles, blog posts, and podcasts. A

story-telling assignment. Refresher learning through email on days 1, 10, 30
and 60, and a post-test quiz

Storytelling

Exercise

Group Processes

Learning
Agility
Duration: 4.5 hours
Audience: Associates and
Managers

Discover strategies to cultivate an agile mindset, unlearn and learn faster,
and avoid behaviours that stop you from being agile.

Program coverage
Skill Drill 1 – What is agility?

This session is run using a fast-paced game that helps participants

understand the values that drive agility – challenging the status quo,
action bias, feedback loops, and change orientation
Skill Drill 2 – Developing agility

In this skill drill, we will work through specific methodologies to adopt

agility as a way of life. The methodologies will include, agility derailers,
techniques for learning faster, deep work, letting go and starting over,
personal sandbox - finding opportunities to practice, feedback and
reflection

Skill Drill 3 – Creating a personal action plan

In this skill drill, participants will pick a new skill/know-how that they want to
learn and create a personal action plan to follow through on it. We will

provide touchpoints and support to all participants to ensure that they follow
through on their learning plan

Post workshop evaluation
Completion of a personal action plan and self-reflection of participants.

Post workshop support
Follow-up on personal action plans. Follow-up through emails on days 1, 10,
30 and 60

Case Studies

Videos

Exercises

Cultural
Intelligence
Duration: 4 - 5 hours
Audience: Associates

Build skills to manage diverse stakeholders, languages, organizational
culture, and styles of working.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: What is cross cultural intelligence
Geographical boundaries have shrunk dramatically and executives often
find themselves on diverse and cross-cultural teams. Developing an

understanding of how culture impacts communication, relationships,

work style and decision making can help executives work and perform

better. In this skill drill, we understand the various dimensions related to
cultural intelligence

Skill drill 2: Working in cross cultural teams

In this skill drill, we will explore strategies for working in cross-cultural
teams. More precisely, we will explore:

How culture impacts communication and how to adapt your style – audio
conferences, emails, face-to-face meetings

How culture impacts decision-making and how to adapt your style
How culture impacts behaviour and how to adapt your style

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: through self-survey report

Quantitative: through customer satisfaction reports

Post workshop support
Refresher learning through emails on days 1, 10, 30 and 60, a reference
microsite, and a post-test quiz

Case Studies

Scenario

Exercises

Role Plays

Productivity
Hacks
Duration: 5 hours
Audience: Associates,
Managers and Leaders

Understand the myths associated with time management and identify the
biggest obstacles to achieving peak productivity.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: The time management myth

In this skill drill, participants will explore why time management is a myth
and why executives should instead focus on, managing impact,
managing focus and managing energy

Skill drill 2: The greatest obstacles

In this skill drill, we will explore what stops us from achieving peak

productivity. We will work through activities and exercises to identify the
root causes and discuss strategies to mitigate their effect
Skill drill 3: Tools for success

In this skill drill, we will discuss practical tools to achieve peak productivity,
namely, unplugging, uni-tasking, and outcome focusing; small-picture

thinking; controlling your gathering points; estimating and planning; saying
No; your body’s best time and deep work

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: Learners select one or two tools from the workshop that they can

implement at work. Learners report their experiences of using the tools after 2
weeks through an online self report survey

Post workshop support
A reference microsite with additional tools, techniques, videos, best practices
and case studies. Refresher learning through emails -1, 10, 30, 60 days, and a
self report survey

Case Studies

Videos

Exercises

Successful
Business
Meetings
Duration: 6 hours
Audience: Business
Leaders

Learn and develop executive presence during client interactions and

meetings. Build successful relationships and achieving business outcomes
in a manner that is repeatable and sustainable.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: Understanding your role
In this skill drill, we will discover the four roles that you play during a

business meeting - Bridge Builder, Value Creator, Brand Ambassador, and
Business Generator

Skill drill 2: Preparing for client interactions

In this skill drill, we will explore the steps that one must undertake to
prepare for a business meeting. Learning about the client ( key

stakeholders, structure, company ownership), Learning about the client’s

business environment, problems, key business levers, and domain, Define
your goal and agenda for the meeting, Prepare to represent your
organization

Skill drill 3: Conducting the meeting

In this skill drill, we will explore techniques to control and drive a

meeting: Explore microbehaviours that create powerful connections, Steps in
conducting a meeting, Carry out an agenda based discussion, Closing and
establishing a call to action

Skills Drill 4: Post meeting

In this skill drill, we will discuss best practices to follow post a client meeting

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: Learner self report and manager’s report through an online survey

Post workshop support
Refresher through emails on days 1, 10, 30 and 60, and a post-test quiz

Case Studies

Role plays

Exercises

Simulation

Mastering
Negotiations
Duration: 4 - 5 hours
Audience: Associates

Develop the ability to negotiate and close deals with vendors, service

providers and partners is a critical skill that managers need in today’s
dynamic and competitive world.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: Keeping the end in mind
In this skill drill, we pause to take a strategic and long-term view of the

negotiation process. At the end of this skill drill, participants will reflect on
the KPIs and metrics that they use to drive negotiations within their

functions and identify if they need to be modified, changed or tweaked
Skill drill 2: Discover the process of principled negotiation
This skill drill is driven using an interactive and challenging case

challenge around a hostage situation. Participants are divided into two

teams. Teams are given 5 rounds to arrive at a Win-Win solution and end
the hostage crisis.

Skill drill 3: Process lab

This skill drill will provide an opportunity to all participants to practice
their negotiation skills. Participants will be divided into teams and

assigned realistic roles. They will be given up to 3 rounds to negotiate

using the tools and techniques learned and arrive at negotiated deals.
Each team will provide a short synopsis of their personal discoveries
through the process

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative through self and Manager’s report 45 days after the program

Quantitative through measurement of key vendor management related KPIs

Post workshop support
Refresher through emails on days 1, 10, 30 and 60, and a post-test quiz

Case Studies

Role plays

Exercises

Scenarios

People management
People Management is the skill of building and

maintaining exceptional interpersonal relationships.
Interpersonal skills include everything from

communication and listening skills to attitude and
deportment.

Appreciative
Inquiry
Duration: 4 - 5 hours
Audience: Associates

Develop diverse skills that enable you to engage people, create a shared
vision, and inspire and motivate action in the work environment.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: From criticism to appreciation
This session is driven through stories. First, participants read the story of a
team that is constantly criticising, complaining, and identifying faults.

Then, participants explore the link between thoughts, words and the world
we construct for ourselves. Session is ended with a Zen story, introducing
the concept of appreciative inquiry

Skill drill 2: Exploring the core principles

In this session, we will deep dive into the five core principles of

Appreciative Inquiry (AI). This sessions will be led through quotes, life
stories, movies, and short fictional stories

Skill drill 3: The 5-D cycle

In this session, we will work through a case study of an organisation that
is going through change. Participants will work in groups to take

decisions in tune with the AI principles to design a future state for the
organisation.

Skill drill 4: Summary and extend

In this session, we will discuss how participants can use the principles of
AI at work and in their life

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative through self and Manager’s report 45 days after the program

Post workshop support
A reference microsite with case based discussion forum, refresher learning
through emails on 1, 10, 30 and 60, and a post-test quiz.

Case Studies

Videos

Stories

Activities

The Trusted
Leader
Duration: 4 hours
Audience: Leaders and
aspiring Leaders

Explore strategies for leading with trust. Develop an appreciation for
building and maintaining trust in the team.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: Why focus on trust

In this skill drill, participants will develop an appreciation for building and
maintaining trust in the team

Skill drill 2: The 5 trust building behaviours

In this session, we will discover the 2 dimensions and 8 behaviours that
build and maintain trust using a case study
Practice
What you preach
Giving credit
Seeking inputs
Maintaining confidentiality

Provide
Timely and consistent feedback
An environment for mutual respect
Information and expertise
A safe space

Skill drill 3: Practice the 8 behaviours

This session is driven using an online simulation where the participants work
in teams to play the role of a Manager. Their task is to raise the level of trust
of the managers' employees in the simulation

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: 360 degree report after the program

Post workshop support

Refresher learning through email on days 1, 10, 30 and 60, and a postworkshop quiz

Simulation

Game Based

Self Reflection

Master
Interviewing
Skills
Duration: 6 hours
Audience: Business
Leaders

Intense, hands-on, and mastery focused workshop where the participants
will learn the nuances of the interviewing techniques through role plays,
videos, and activities.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: Cognitive Biases that Impact Interviews
In this skill drill, we will explore the impact of cognitive biases on
evaluation and assessment

Skill drill 2: Behavioural Event Interviewing
In this skill drill, we will:

Develop an appreciation for the Behavioural Event Interviewing (BEI)
process

Apply the BEI process using the STAR technique
Skill drill 3: Technical and Functional Interviewing
In this skill drill, we will:

Explore the 5Ws process for conducting technical interviews
Apply the 5Ws process

Skills Drill 4: Proficiency assessment

Participants will be required to conduct a series of online, simulated

interviews. Based on their ability to apply the 5Ws approach and the STAR

technique, participants will receive a detailed proficiency report card at the
end of the simulations

Post workshop evaluation
Qualitative: Learner self report through an online survey.

Assignment/proficiency assessment at the end of the workshop.

Case Studies

Role plays

Exercises

Simulation

Performance
Feedback
Duration: 5 hours
Audience: Associates,
Managers and Leaders

Build critical skills to carry out a feedforward discussion that engages,
nurtures, and motivates employees at work.

Program coverage
Skill drill 1: Develop awareness of biases

The objective of this session is to develop awareness about biases and
recognise the impact they have on performance management

Skill drill 2: GIF and the spirit of feedforward

In this session, participants use the GIF technique for planning, gathering
information, and identifying the desired outcomes from a performance
review discussion

Skill drill 3: Master the feedforward conversation

Learn and practice powerful strategies to master the feedforward discussion

Skill drill 4: Continuous feedback

Learn tools, techniques, and strategies to create an environment of
continuous review and feedback

Skills Drill 5: Proficiency assessment

Participants will be required to conduct a series of online, simulated feedback
discussions. Based on their ability to apply the techniques learned in the
workshop, participants will receive a detailed proficiency report card

Post workshop evaluation

Qualitative: Self report survey measuring projects started without establishing
goals, improvement in goal completion rates due to risk management

Post workshop support
Follow-up on goal setting exercise, refresher learning through emails on
days 1, 10, 30 and 60, and a self report survey

Case Studies

Role plays

Exercises

Simulation

Intense | Focused | Measurable
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